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Let p be an odd prime. Let G be a finite p-solvable group which does 
not have a normalp-Sylow subgroup. Assume that G has a faithful, irreducible 
representation over the complex number field of degree n < 2~. Then it 
is known [4] that n necessarily has one of the values p - 1, p, p + 1,2p - 2, 
2p - 1, 2p, and n is a prime power except when n = 2~. Furthermore 
G is known to be solvable except in the cases n = 2p - 2 and n = 2~. 
In this paper the structure of G is studied in these two cases. One con- 
sequence of our results is that PSL(2, 5) is the only non-abelian simple 
group that can be involved in G. The author is indebted to the referee 
for suggestions which simplified and shortened the proofs. 
LEMMA 1. Let p be a prime with p > 3. Let G be a jinite p-solvable group 
which is not p-closed. Let G have a faithful representation of degree n over 
the complex number Jield where n < 3(p - 1). Then G has the following 
series of normal subgroups 
O,(G) -==c O,,,(G) < O,,,,(G) G O,,,,,,(G) = G. 
G/O,,,,(G) is a solvable $-group and O,,,,(G)/O,,,(G) is elementary of 
order p or ~9. The above also holds when p = 3 and n = 2p - 2 or 2p - 1. 
Proof. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and let 1 P: O,(G)\ = pa. 
By [6], a < [n/Q - I>] + [n/p(p - l)] + [n/pYp - I)] + ..*. Thus from 
the hypotheses 01 < 2 and OL >, 1 since G is not p-closed. By [5, Corollary 21, 
P/O,(G) has exponent p. Therefore PO,,,(G)/O,,,(G) is elementary of 
order p or p2. The last group must be both the p-Sylow subgroup of G/O,,(G) 
and O,,,,(GW,dG) b ecause the latter group contains its own centralizer 
in G/O,,,(G) by [2, Lemma 1.2.31. It follows that G/O,,,,(G) is isomorphic 
to a $-subgroup of the automorphism group of an elementary group of 
order p or p2. The solvability of the p’-subgroups of GL(2, p) follows from 
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the solvability of the p’-subgroups of PSL(2,p) [3, II, 8.271. All statements 
in Lemma 1 now follow. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be an irreducible complex linear group of degree <2p 
and let N (3 G where N is p-solvable but not p-closed. Then N has at most 
two irreducible constituents. If N is nonsolvable, then it is irreducible. 
Lemma 2 is an immediate consequence of [4] since N is a subdirect 
product of linear groups. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be an irreducible, complex, p-solvable linear group of 
degree 2p - 2 with p odd. Suppose G is neither p-closed nor solvable. Then 
p > 3 and G has a single noncyclic composition factor. That factor is isomorphic 
to PSL(2, 5). 
In [4], Isaacs noted that the possible occurrence of PSL(2, 5) cannot 
be omitted. He also conjectured that G could have no other type of non- 
cyclic composition factor. 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample to the theorem. By Lemmas 1 and 2, 
we may assume G = O,,,,(G). W’th 1 ou t 1 oss we may also assume [l, p. 141 
that the given representation X is unimodular. Since by [4], 2p - 2 is a 
power of 2, Z(G) is then a 2-group and O,(G) n Z(G) = 1. Let x be the 
character of X and let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of G. 
Suppose that O,(G) # 1. By Clifford’s theorem x j O,(G) = e Cl=, ei, 
where e is a positive integer and 8, ,..., 8, are distinct irreducible characters 
of O,(G) conjugate in G. Each Bi is a linear character because p f x(l) and 
r > 1 because O,(G) 4 Z(G). Also er = 2(p - 1). 
Let K be the normal subgroup of G consisting of all elements of G fixing 
all Bi . Then G/K is a transitive permutation group of degree r. 
We claim that p 1 1 G: K I. If not, then K is not p-closed and by Lemma 2, 
K is solvable and Y = 2. But then G/K is solvable and so G is solvable. 
Hence r > p and it follows that Y = 2p - 2. Since G = O,,,,(G) and 
O,(G) < K, G/K has a normal p-complement. A result on permutation 
groups [4, Lemma 2.61 shows that this cannot occur. This contradiction 
proves that O,(G) = 1. Thus G = O,,,(G) and Theorem 1 will be proved 
once the following lemma is established. 
LEMMA 3. Let G = PN where P is a nonnormal p-Sylow subgroup of G 
of order p and N is a normal p-complement. Let B = C(P) A N. Assume 
that G has a faithful irreducible representation X of degree n = 2(p - 1) 
over the complex number field. Then n is a power of 2 and N = S,B where 
S, is a normal 2-subgroup of G. Furthermore, B is either solvable or B/Z(G) z 
PSL(2, 5). 
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Proof. Since N has the desired structure if and only if N/Z(G) does, 
we may assume that X is unimodular [l, p. 141. Let x be the character 
of X. Then x is p-fixed in the language of [4]. By [4, Lemma 2.1, Proposi- 
tions 2.5 and 2.91, 2a of [4, Lemma 2.11 occurs implying (x 1 P, lp)p = 0 
and x 1 B = (p - l)e, 0 irreducible of degree 2. By the classification of 
linear groups of degree 2 [l], either B is solvable or PSL(2,5) z B/Z(B) = 
B/Z(G). 
Let q be an odd prime divisor of 1 N 1 and let Q be a q-Sylow subgroup 
of N invariant under P. I f  Q $ B, then PQ is not p-closed and thus some 
irreducible constituent of x / PQ must have degree p - 1, p, p + 1, or 2p - 2. 
Since 1 PQ 1 is odd, the only possibility is p. This yields a contradiction 
to (x / P, lp)p = 0. Hence 1 N: B 1 is a power of 2. 
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N invariant under P. Then N = SB 
and G = PSB. Thus LEG has the form x = wtb, WEP, tES, bEB. 
Hence (PS)” = (PS)twtbb = (PS)b = PSb. Therefore P is contained in 
each conjugate of PS. It follows that Core PS = PS, for some S, < S. 
By the Frattini argument G = P&N(P) = PS,B, completing the proof. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be an irreducible complex p-solvable linear group of 
degree 2p, p an odd prime. Suppose G is neither p-closed nor solvable. Then 
p > 3 and all noncyclic composition factors are isomorphic to PSL(2, 5). 
Proof. In order to streamline the proof we shall omit the case p = 3. 
Although Lemma 1 does not apply for p = 3, n = 6, methods similar 
to those below can be used to establish the solvability of G. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 yield immediately that G = O,,,,(G). Set M = O,,,(G) 
and U = O,(G). If  x 1 M is reducible, then all irreducible constituents 
have degree 2 and we are done. Hence x 1 M is irreducible. 
Suppose x 1 U is nonhomogeneous. Then x j U is a sum of two distinct 
conjugate irreducible characters of degree p. If  I is the inertia group of 
one of these, then 1 G: I ( = 2 and 1 4 G. Lemma 2 then yields a con- 
tradiction. 
Suppose x 1 U is homogeneous. Then x I U = 20 where 0 is irreducible 
of degree p. By a theorem of Gallagher, 0 has extensions to irreducible 
characters of M. Among these extensions, a canonical one exists which is 
thus invariant in G. Since we can assume 1 G: M 1 = p by Lemma 2, it 
follows that 0 is extendable to 0 on G. Hence x = I!@ for some /3 of degree 2 
on G, (see the proof of [3, V, 17.121). Thus G is a subdirect product of 
linear groups Xi and X, of degrees 2 and p, respectively. Since 2 < p - 1, 
X, is p-closed, and by [l] each composition factor of Xi is cyclic of prime 
order or is isomorphic to PSL(2, 5). S ince G is not p-closed, Xa cannot be 
p-closed. By [4], X, is solvable completing the proof. 
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